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Paddle Abuse - The #1 Killer 
of Paddles… 
Do you have the habit of smacking your wooden paddle against 
your cockpit rim, rocks or other unforeseen sharp or rough 
objects? If yes, you are not alone.  Even Euro Paddles made of 
plastic, fibreglass, wood or carbon fibre take a beating out there 
in the elements!!

If Your Paddle Looks Like The Picture below…!
then you will probably have to sand the whole paddle using 150 
grit sandpaper, through 320 to 400 grit. Then apply a couple 
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All Is Not Lost… 

You can save that beaten up 
paddle, and give it a new life! 

For slight scrubs, just re-oil 
your paddle and they will 
blend in. 

For larger scrubs, use 320 grit 
sandpaper and gently sand the 
marks out, finishing with 400 
grit paper. 

Nicks and minor gouges, start 
with 150 grit sandpaper and 
progress through to the 400 
grit. 

Then re-oil with 100% Tung Oil. 

Remember to oil your paddle 
at least when it stops beading 
up.  

Giving your paddle a coat of 
oil  at the beginning of the 
season and a few times during, 
will keep your paddle looking 
practically like new! 
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coats of 100% Tung Oil and it will look just like new.!

Every winter I get paddles shipped to me to be refurbished. 
These paddles are not just ones I have made, but paddles people 
have purchased elsewhere. Some are laminated, with split tips, 
solid paddles with nasty gouges and some just old paddles which 
the people love and just can’t bear to part with.!

I sometimes put tips on the split paddles, or re-epoxy to save 
these cherished paddles. I work my ‘magic’ to give them new life.!

!
NOTE: 

Never use sandpaper coarser then 150 grit. Anything coarser, the grit on the paper is not uniform so you 
might as well be using a brick, and you will be sanding out marks left by these high pieces of grit. Result…
a lot of extra work.!

Paddle Oiling Instructions.!

You will need the following….!

• 100% Tung Oil should be used to maintain the paddle.  For those with Adanac paddles, it will go over 
the oil, wax mixture that I put on as a base coat, no problem.!

• pair of surgical or dish washing gloves (something you can throw away once you are finished) · waxed 
paper !

• small glass jar with lid (to put the oily cloth into after use, so you can reuse it)!

• 3 old rags (flannel preferred).....make one of the rages about the size of a face cloth....the other two can 
be bigger (they will be used to wipe the oil off) !

• old newspaper to put on table or garage floor to catch any oil spills and to set the can of oil on.!

• shake the can of 100% Tung Oil a bit.....and open it. !

• Put a piece of waxed paper on the floor to catch any drips from the paddle. !

• put on the gloves and take the piece of flannel which is the size of a face cloth and saturate it with the 
oil ...being careful to not drip all over..... !

• hold the paddle by the middle and wipe the oily cloth all over the one end of the paddle..making sure to 
do the edges and tip. !
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• then spin the paddle end for end in your hand and do the other end of the paddle.....so that the whole 
paddle is covered in oil ..it will look shiny and new. Make sure you also oil the loom ok.....it is ok to grab 
it on the fresh oil while wearing the surgical or disposable gloves · put oily rag into the glass jar now L0L!

• take one of the other rags and grasp the middle of the paddle with the rag between your hand and the 
paddle !

• then take the other rag and start wiping off the excess oil....just wipe so that it looks duller again. Don't 
rub it so much as to remove ALL the oil ok. !

• then turn the paddle end for end and do.o that section also...... !

• always keep a cloth between you and the paddle.......so as not to leave hand prints. !

• once you have wiped up the excess...shouldn't take you long...... !

• stand the paddle in a corner with waxed paper under it on the floor and another piece of waxed paper 
between the paddle and the wall it is leaning against. I also kind of block the tip touching the floor so it 
doesn't slide. I use anything like a hammer or crowbar, or C clamp....it is just to catch the paddle if it 
slides...it does not have to touch the paddle. It will act like a bumper if the paddles decides to slide....if 
it it leaning too far out. !

• leave it to dry 24hrs !

• It sounds harder than it actually is to do. !

Just make sure you have the piece of waxed paper, and flannel cloth (any soft cloth) cut and ready....and 
the jar for the oily rag.....BEFORE you start oiling....as it is hard to rip paper off with one of your hands 
filled with a paddle. !

After you do it once, it will be a piece of cake to oil your paddle once a week for a few weeks to build up 
the finish....then once every couple of months during the summer and once a month during the winter. If 
the paddle stops beading up, then it is time to give it a coat of oil. More coats, the better the sheen, and it 
will become smoother and get its own patina. In short..........just wipe it on as you would paint with a rag, 
then wipe most of it off. Don’t wipe it so dry that all the oil you just put on, is wiped off. Just wipe the 
sheen off. Below is the same paddle, given a new life.!

Have fun!
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